Abstract. This paper is the fifth part in a series of studies that present additions to the corpus of etymological comparisons between the Uralic languages, drawing data from all the major branches of the language family. It includes both previously unnoticed cognates that can be added to already established Uralic cognate sets, as well as a few completely new reconstructions of Uralic word roots. In this fifth part new Uralic etymologies for ten Permic (Komi and Udmurt) words are discussed. The etymologized words are: Udm čijž ‘rosy, ruddy’ (< PU *čijčij); Udm kijla- ‘be too wide; be shaky’ (< PU *käljälä); Komi kura‘- ‘gather’, Udm kura‘- ‘scrape’ (< PU *körja‘); Komi uñkd-këî ‘riddle’, Udm nod ‘cleverness’ (< PU *näki-ntä); Komi pîrjg, Udm pîrj ‘crumb’ (< PU *purj‘); Komi sot-‘, Udm sütj- ‘burn’ (< PU *s(e)v(ų)-ptä‘); Komi šog ‘grief’, Udm šug ‘difficult’ (< PU *šenjîä); Komi and Udm tîş ‘battle’ (< PU *tukšV); Komi uñg ‘quiet, gentle person; quiet, gentle; cunning’ (< PU *ynt‘); Komi už-, Udm iž‘ ‘sleep’ (< PU *iši-w).
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Introduction

This paper will present some new Uralic etymologies for words in the Permic languages, and it forms the fifth part of a series of studies on Uralic etymology. The general principles of Uralic phonological reconstruction and the citation of lexical material followed in the present study are explained in the first paper of the series (Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte 2013), and will not be repeated here. However, because the reconstruction of vowels in the Permic languages involves many unsolved issues and there are several competing theories, the issue of Proto-Permic vocalism is briefly commented upon below.

There is no generally accepted reconstruction of the Proto-Permic vowel system. The vowel correspondences between Komi and Udmurt dialects
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are complicated, and it is obvious that complex vowel shifts have taken place in the Permic branch both before and after the disintegration of Proto-Permic. At least six reconstructions of the Proto-Permic vowel system have been proposed: Itkonen (1954), Lytkin (1964), Harms (1967), Sammallahti (1988), Csúcs (2005), and Zhivlov (2014:122–124). A brief evaluation of these proposals is in order here.

The reconstructions by Itkonen (1954) and Csúcs (2005) are clearly deficient, because they do not account for all regular vowel correspondences between the Permic dialects. Itkonen’s model is long since outdated and fails to take into account certain correspondences later discussed by Lytkin (1964). Csúcs’s reconstruction, on the other hand, involves serious methodological problems: he groups several distinct and regular vowel correspondences under one Proto-Permic vowel phoneme, but fails to present any conditioning factors that would account for the different reflexes. Thus, his model entails a number of ad hoc solutions that contradict the fundamental assumption of regularity of sound change. Overall, the problems in Csúcs’s approach to Permic vowel history are very similar to those in Bereczki’s (1994) flawed reconstruction of the Proto-Mari vowel system which has been critically evaluated by Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte (2014a).

The models by Lytkin (1964), Harms (1967), Sammallahti (1988), and Zhivlov (2014) are very different in regard to their reconstructed Proto-Permic vowel inventories, but quite similar as concerns the vowel correspondences they recognize: each of these models attempts to provide a comprehensive account of the regular vowel correspondences found in the etymological material. Thus, for the purpose of etymological research it does not make much difference which of these models is applied, as almost any reconstruction in one model can easily be converted into the others. A table summarizing the correspondences between the different reconstruction systems is provided by Zhivlov (2014:123). However, there are certain differences in the number of reconstructed oppositions and the grouping of correspondences under phonemes in the proto-language: Zhivlov (2014) has provided evidence which indicates that some phonemic oppositions reconstructed in the earlier models can instead be explained as resulting from phonologically conditioned splits of a single Proto-Permic vowel.

In this paper, Proto-Permic reconstructions will be presented according to both Sammallahti’s (1988) and Zhivlov’s (2014) systems of reconstruction, the former marked with the abbreviation PS and the latter with MZh: e.g., PPerm (PS) *kärj-al- / (MZh) *korj-al- ‘gather’. These Proto-Permic reconstructions should be interpreted as tools of etymological research. It is not meant to imply that the postulated phonetic values of vowels in either of these reconstructions should be accepted as such; there is a need for further research before a solidly argued reconstruction of Proto-Permic vocalism can be established. However, an attempt to settle the issue would be quite beyond the scope of the present paper.

1. Udm čič ‘rosy, ruddy’
< PU *čičči ‘tannin’

This Udmurt adjective has previously unnoticed comparanda in Saami and Mari: cf. SaaL sihtsa (dissimilated from *tsihtsa), SaaN ciheca, SaaI cicca,
SaaSk $\textit{cicc}$, SaaK, SaaT $\textit{cigi}$ 'tannin (for dyeing fishing nets)' (< PSaa $\textit{cicg}$) and MariE $\textit{čiče}$ 'tannin; pigment; dark (of color)', MariW $\textit{čičo}$ 'dark color; tannin' (< PMari $\textit{čiča}$). The original meaning must have been 'tannin (used as dye)', which was generalized into 'dark color' (as attested in Mari) and then further developed into a color adjective meaning 'rosy, ruddy' in Udmurt.

As regards phonology, the consonant skeletons of the words match perfectly: the correspondence PSaa $\textit{c}c$ ~ PMari $\textit{č}c$ ~ Udm $\textit{č}c$ points to PU $\textit{č}c$ ~ $\textit{č}$. As for Mari and Udmurt, a perfect parallel is provided by MariE $\textit{čiči}$, MariW $\textit{ččo}$ ~ Udm $\textit{ččzh-murt}$ 'maternal uncle' (murt 'person; stranger') < PU $\textit{ččča}$ (Sammallahti 1988 : 536; UEW 34—35). In Saami, however, the latter word differs from $\textit{čičc}$ 'tannin' in that it shows a dissimilation of the two affricates: cf. SaaS $\textit{tijectie}$, SaaN $\textit{čeehc}$, Saal $\textit{čeecc}$, SaaSk $\textit{čiieg}$, SaaK $\textit{čiegi}$, SaaT $\textit{čiegi}$ 'paternal uncle (younger than father)' (< PSaa $\textit{čeece}$). Note, furthermore, that SaaL $\textit{tijecthe}$ (< $\textit{čeečė}$) developed from the dissimilated Proto-Saami form via a further assimilation of the two affricates ($\textit{č}c$ ~ $\textit{č}c$ ~ $\textit{č}c$ ~ $\textit{č}$). The dissimilation has a few more parallels in Saami and Finnic, but contrary to my previous interpretation (Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte 2013 : 164—165; 2014b : 14—17), it is nevertheless not quite clear whether it is a regular sound change: in addition to PSaa $\textit{cicg}$ 'tannin', a possible counterexample is also found in Saami $\textit{ciczia}$ 'membrane' < PSaa $\textit{cuonc}$ ~ PU $\textit{čonc}$ (UEW 53; Sammallahti 1988 : 543), but the latter etymology is somewhat uncertain due to irregular vowel correspondences. On the other hand, it is possible that the dissimilation could have been blocked by an intervening consonant, in which case the dissimilation would have to be older than the change $\textit{c}i$C ~ $\textit{c}I$C in Pre-Proto-Saami.

The cognition of PSaa $\textit{cicg}$, PMari $\textit{čičo}$ and Udmurt $\textit{čž}$ appears evident, as their consonants match perfectly and the semantic correspondence is quite transparent. The vowel correspondences in this etymology are somewhat complicated, however. The Saami first-syllable vowel $\textit{i}$ points to Pre-PSaa $\textit{i}$, which only rarely appears in words of Uralic origin. The ultimate origin of this vowel is not altogether clear, but at any rate it corresponds to Proto-Finnic $\textit{i}$ in a handful of words (e.g., SaaN $\textit{birra}$ 'around' ~ Fin $\textit{piiri}$ 'ring, circle', SaaN $\textit{vihta}$ ~ Fin $\textit{viisi}$ 'five'). Following my earlier tentative suggestion that $\textit{i}$ reflects an earlier sequence $\textit{ij}$- (Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte 2012 : 241—242), one could reconstruct the proto-form $\textit{čijči}$ for PSaa $\textit{cicg}$ and PMari $\textit{čiča}$. Admittedly, there are no well-established parallels for the development of the sequence $\textit{ij}$- in Mari, but the reconstruction of this sequence could indeed explain why the word contains the PMari full vowel $\textit{i}$; otherwise PU $\textit{i}$ is reflected in Proto-Mari as the reduced vowels $\textit{ii}$ and $\textit{ič}$ (Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte 2014a : 154—155).

The remaining question is how to account for Udm $\textit{i}$ (< PPerm (PS) $\textit{ji}$ / (MZh) $\textit{u}$). As is well-known, this vowel is the default reflex of PU $\textit{u}$ and $\textit{ũi}$ (Sammallahti 1988 : 530); in addition, it can also reflect PU $\textit{a}$ under specific conditions, namely when followed by a sonorant in a root with $\textit{i}$ in the second syllable (Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte 2012 : 240). None of these options works for Udm $\textit{čž}$, however, so it appears that we are dealing with yet another special conditioned development here. The normal reflex of PU $\textit{i}(-i)$ is PPerm (PS) $\textit{i}$ / (MZh) $\textit{i}$ > Udm $\textit{i}$, and this development is also attested in the sequence $\textit{ij}$-: cf. PU $\textit{niji}$ > PPerm (PS) $\textit{nini}$ / (MZh) $\textit{nini}$ > Komi and Udm $\textit{nín} 'bast' (cognate with Fin $\textit{nini}$, MariE
niį, MariW ńi 'bast'; UEW 707). Thus, we can assume that Udm čiž derives from earlier *čiž via backing of *i to į after the retroflex affricate č. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the Permic languages have extremely few words with an initial retroflex consonant followed by the close front vowel i (i.e., words beginning ći- or sši-), and none of them seem to be old. In the case of the retroflex sibilant š one can even find a parallel for the development: Komi and Udm šịr 'mouse' appears to derive from earlier *šiř, as it ultimately reflects PU *šiširi 'mouse' (Sammallahti 1988 : 550; UEW 500). The postulated sound change is also phonetically natural. Retroflex consonants feature an articulator gesture in which the front part of the tongue is moved or bent back, the tip or blade of the tongue making contact with the area between the alveolar ridge and the hard palate, whereas the close front vowel [i] is articulated with the tongue positioned forward in the mouth. As a result, a vowel phoneme /i/ will almost inevitably have more or less back ed allophones after retroflex consonants, and in languages with a phonological opposition between /i/ and /j/ a conditioned change *i > į may easily take place in such an environment. Indeed, quite exact parallels for the change can be found: Western Mansi shows a change *šiř > šį-. (Steinitz 1955 : 297—298), and in Russian, Belarusian and Polish there was an analogous change *šiř- > šį-, źį-; in these cases, too, the preceding sibilants are realized as retroflex.

2. Udm kįlľa- 'be too wide (e.g., of shoes); be shaky (e.g., of table)'
< PU *kŭljā 'wide, broad'

The Udmurt verb would regularly reflect PPerm (PS) *kįlľ-al- / (MZh) *kŭlľ-al-, but apparently, no Komi cognate can be found. The verb is obviously derived from a root *kįľ-/*kŭľ- with the highly productive verbal derivational suffix *-al-.

As PPerm (PS) *į / (MZh) *ū regularly reflects PU *u and *ū, the verb can be straightforwardly derived from PU *kŭljā 'wide, broad'. This word-stem has previously been reconstructed on the basis of Saami and Mordvin (UEW 663): cf. SaaL gallje, SaaN gallji, Saal kalje 'too large, (too) wide (esp. of clothes)' (< PSaa *këlľê), MdE ke'le, MdM kelľä 'broad' (< PMd *keľľo), MdE keľľej, keľľej, MdM kelľi 'broad' (< PMd *keľľo-ŋ). The consonant development PU *įl > PPerm *l is regular: cf. PU *pelľā 'ear' > Komi, Udm pil' (UEW 370), PU *nelľā 'four' > Komi ņol', Udm ņil' (UEW 315). Semantically the comparison is self-evident, as the meaning of the Saami adjective comes very close to that found in Udmurt.

3. Komi kurač-, kural- 'gather, collect, pick up; rake together', Udm kurja-'scrape off, scrape clean'
< PU *korja- 'gather'

Komi kurav- and Udm kurja- go back to PPerm (PS) *kūrj-al- / (MZh) *korj-al-. The loss of the glide *j in Komi is regular in this context: cf. Komi niřav-, nirol- ~ Udm niįjrja- 'rub' and Komi ŋarav- 'win (in a wrestling match)' ~ Udm ŋurja- 'overcome, defeat'. The ending *-al- is a verbal derivational suffix which is very frequent and highly productive in the Permic languages.
UEW considers the Permic verb cognate with Ms KM karšol- 'grop from water, stir water' and Hung horol, hurul 'rubs, whets, scratches', and reconstructs the proto-form *korV- / *korwV- (UEW 188). This etymology, however, fails to convince due to the irregular vowel correspondences. Moreover, the reconstruction postulated by UEW does not account for the glide *-j- in the Permic form. The dictionary also suggests Fi (Southwestern dialects) karvia ~ karvita 'scrape clean; cut off (the tops of turnips)' as an uncertain cognate. This, however, has been explained as a Swedish loanword (SSA s.v. karvita). Thus, there is no obstacle to comparing the Permic verb with Fi korjata 'gather, reap; repair' instead, as I have briefly suggested in an earlier publication (Aikio 2015: 60); the actual arguments for this etymological proposal are now presented below.

Fi korjata (or korja-) reflects Pfi *korja-da-, and has cognates in all Finnic languages. The primary meaning of the verb is 'gather, reap', in addition to which several secondary meanings are attested. In Finnish and Karelian the verb also means 'mend, repair, fix', and in Finnish dialects even meanings such as 'slaughter' and 'gut fish' are found. In the Votic cognate kõrjata there was a semantic shift to 'hiding'; the path of semantic change may have been 'gather, reap' > 'stash, store, put in storage' > 'hide, put in a secret stash'. Livonian kuorjō has the additional sense 'pick up'. The word has no established etymology beyond Finnic (SSA s.v. korjata).

To the treatment of this word family by SSA one must add that also Fi koristaa 'decorate' is quite obviously derived from the same stem as korjata: it goes back to *korj-ista- and is thus the exact cognate of Est koristama 'clean up, tidy up', even though SSA mentions the latter only in connection with the verb korjata. The loss of *j is regular in the context r_i and l_i; cf. e.g. Fi nurin 'inside out (ADV) < *nurjin ← nurja 'turned inside out; adverse'; Fi tarita: taritse- 'offer' (< *tarjicc-~) ~ tarjota: tarjoa- id.; Fi neli- 'four-' (compound form) < *nelji- ← neljā 'four': Fi vāli 'space between something, gap' < *vālji ← vālīja 'loose, slack'; Fi veli (< *veljii): GEN veljen 'brother'. The semantic development of Est koristama is paralleled by the English phrasal verb pick up ('take hold of and lift up; gather together; clean up'). The Finnish adjective koreaa 'decorated, adorned, embellished', in turn, appears to be a retrograde formation based on the verb koristaa, because otherwise one would expect the shape **korjaa (cf. SSA s.v. koreaa).

Phonologically the comparison of PPerm (PS) *kūrj-al- / (MZh) *korjal- and PFi *korja-da- is quite transparent, and a Uralic proto-form *korja- can be reconstructed. The vowel development PU *o(←a) > PPerm (PS) *ǔ / (MZh) *o is regular and has many parallels:

PU *ođa 'wet, raw' > PPerm (PS) *ǔl / (MZh) *ol > Komi ul, Udm ĭl (Aikio 2006: 11–12)
PU *ora 'squirrel' > PPerm (PS) *ńr / (MZh) *or > Komi ur (UEW 343)
PU *kočča 'eagle' > PPerm (PS) *kūč / (MZh) *koč > Komi, Udm kuč (UEW 668)
PU *kođka 'evil spirit' > PPerm (PS) *kǔl / (MZh) *kol > Komi kul, Udm kǐl (Aikio 2002: 13–15)
PU *kopa 'skin, hide' > PPerm (PS) *kǔ / (MZh) *ko > Komi, Udm ku (UEW 180)
PU *šodka 'goldeneye' > PPerm (PS) *śǔl / (MZh) *šol > Komi šuv-, Udm -śul (UEW 482)
In Finnic and Permic the stem *korja-* was augmented with different derivational suffixes. Semantically the comparison requires no special proof, as the meanings of the Finnic and Komi verbs are essentially the same. The meaning 'scrape off, scrape clean' in Udmurt is divergent, but can be explained as a development of the more specific meaning 'rake (together)' which is found in Komi dialects.

4. Komi nêd-kêl 'riddle', Udm nod 'cleverness, wit, quick-wittedness, perception'
   < PU *näki-ntä ← *näki- 'see'¹

The PPerm noun (PS) *nöd / (MZh) *näd 'cleverness, wit' is reflected as Udm nod. The Komi cognate nêd- is only attested in the compound nêd-kêl 'riddle', the head of which is the noun kêl 'tongue, language, word, speech' (< PU *käli 'tongue'). The word has no established etymology so far, but it can be analyzed as an obscured derivative of the PU verb *näki- 'see', with widely attested reflexes: SaaN niegadit 'dream, have a dream', Fi nêz 'look, watch'. Also a Permic reflex has been suggested: Udm naa-, naja- 'watch; taste; feel (with the hands)' (< PPerm (PS/MZh) *na-al-).

Proto-Permic *nöd/*näd can be morphologically analyzed as an obscured derivative formed with the deverbal noun suffix *-d (< PU *-ntA). Other examples of such obscured derivatives include the following:

Komi, Udm ljd 'number, amount' < PPerm (PS) *lzd-d / (MZh) *lû-d < PU *luki- 'count' (UEW 253)
Komi, Udm med 'pay, wage' < PPerm (PS) *mi-d / (MZh) *me-d < PU *meri- 'give, sell' (UEW 275)
Udm tud-vu 'flood' < PPerm (PS) *tû-d / (MZh) *to-d + vu 'water'; cf. Komi tu- 'rise (of water)' (< PPerm (PS) *tû- / (MZh) *to-) (UEW 532)

Thus, PPerm *nöd suits structurally well as a derivative of PU *näki-.

As regards its phonological development, PPerm (PS) *ô / (MZh) *ä is a fully regular reflex of PU *ä. Compare the following cases:

PU *äktê- 'cut' > PPerm (PS) *ökt- / (MZh) *äkt- > Komi ëktj-, Udm oktj- 'reap, gather' (Sammallahti 1988 : 23)
PU *jâsini 'joint' > PPerm (PS) *jöz / (MZh) *jâz > Komi jëz-vi, Udm jöz-vi (UEW 95)

¹ This etymology has also been independently and contemporaneously discovered by Metsäranta (2020 : 137–138).
As regards consonant development, it is well-known that all intervocalic stops were regularly lost in Permic, and all clusters of a nasal and stop were denasalized and became single voiced stops. Hence, the phonological development can be assumed to have been approximately as follows: PU *näkintä > *nändo > *nädo > PPerm (PS) *nöd / (MZh) *näd.

As regards semantics, it is quite straightforward to assume that a noun meaning ‘sharpness, wit, quick-wittedness, perceptiveness’ was derived from a verb meaning ‘see’. For parallels we need to look no further than English *sight ∈ English sight ~ German *sicht ‘sight’; Latin prudēns ‘wise, prudent’ (< prōvidēns) ∈ prō-videō ‘foresee; be cautious; provide; care for’); Avestan dāθa- ‘clever, intelligent’ ∈ dā- ‘see’.

One puzzle remains, namely how to account for the difference of vocalism in PPerm (PS) *nöd / (MZh) *näd ‘cleverness, wit’ and PPerm (PS/MZh) *na-al- ‘watch, taste, feel’. There appears to be no obvious answer to this question. PPerm *a is very rare in vocabulary of Uralic origin, and in addition to Udm naa- there seem to be only a handful of plausible examples of the development PU *ä > PPerm *a:

PU *äjjä ‘old man’ > PPerm (PS) *ajj / (MZh) *aju > Komi aj. Udm ajj ‘father, male’ (UEW 609)
PU *läppä ‘lid’ > PPerm (PS/MZh) *lap > Komi šin-lap ‘eyelid’ (šin ‘eye’) (SSA s.v. läppä)
PU *päški ‘nut’ > PPerm (PS/MZh) *paš(k) > Udm paš-pu ‘hazel’ (UEW 726—727)
PU *tä- (proximate demonstrative) > PPerm (PS/MZh) *ta > Komi, Udm ta ‘this’ (UEW 513—514)

These examples show no shared phonological features that could be interpreted as conditioning factors, so if the etymologies are correct in the first place, PPerm *a in these words is likely to be a result of irregular development. Sammallahti (1988 : 527) suggests that the development PU *ä > PPerm *a is restricted to PPerm monosyllabic vocalic stems, excluding nouns (cf. PU *käti ‘hand’ > PPerm (PS) *kê / (MZh) *kî > Komi, Udm kî).
This is an ad hoc formulation, which moreover does not even explain why the vowel in the demonstrative pronoun *ta 'this' would have developed quite differently from that in the noun (PS) *kî / (MZh) *ki 'hand'. Moreover, the rule does not account for the three other instances of PPerm *a listed above. Thus, it appears unlikely that the vowel development PU *ä > *a in PPerm *na-(al-) 'watch, taste, feel' could have been conditioned by the monosyllabicity of the root in Permic. Furthermore, it can be added that it is not even quite clear that the vowel *a should be reconstructed for the Proto-Permic form of the verb. Udm naa- is only attested in Besermyan dialects, where many words show a syncope of an original first-syllable vowel: Juho Pystynen (sansdomino [Pystynen] 2019) suggests that the phonologically aberrant form naa- could represent earlier *nia- or *nja-, to which a second verb-class marking morpheme -a- was added after the syncope of the original first-syllable vowel. Regardless of what the explanation of the vowel in Udm naa- is, it does not need to be assumed that the same vowel development would have affected Pre-Proto-Permic *nända 'cleverness, wit' (< PU *näki-ntü), as the connection of this noun to its original derivational root may have become opaque at an early stage already.

5. Komi pỳrège, Udm pỳrjë 'crumb'; Udm pỳrdjë- 'crumble' < PU *purī- 'bite'

There is no generally accepted etymology for the cited Permic words for 'crumb'. UEW doubtingly compares these to Fi päre 'splint, shingle' (< PFi *päre:k), Kh V Vj Sur Irt për 'crumb; piece' (< PKh *pir) and Ms P þr, VN LL þr 'piece, chunk, lump; piece of fabric' (< PMs *þr) (UEW 366). However, the vowels of the Khanty and Mansi forms do not regularly correspond to each other, and neither of them matches the Finnic or the Permic forms. Moreover, Khanty për < *pir can be straightforwardly explained as a borrowing from PPerm (PS) *pỳr- / (MZh) *pùr- 'crumb'. The vowel substitution PPerm (PS) *jë / (MZh) *jü (> Komi jü) > PKh *i is attested in numerous Permic borrowings (Toivonen 1956 : 138; Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte 2014b : 4—5). Whether also the Mansi word could be a loan from a Permic source is unclear; the vowels of the Mansi forms do not seem to support such an assumption. As regards the Finnish word, SSA (s.v. päre) rejects all comparisons between Fi päre and words outside the Finnic languages; on the other hand, the dictionary claims that Fi päre might originally be an onomatopoetic word connected with the verb puristä 'buzz', but from a semantic perspective this suggestion seems downright implausible.

The Proto-Permic form of the verb can be reconstructed as (PS) *pùr- / (MZh) *pùr-, which could regularly reflect PU *pur(k)V- *pùr(k)V- and *pùr(k)i-. The last option would bring the word close to Fi päre 'splint, shingle'. Nonetheless, the comparison appears unlikely, not least because a PU root *pùri- would have regularly developed into *père- and not *päre- in Proto-Finnic (Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte 2012 : 233). Thus, there is a reason to compare the Permic words for 'crumb' to the PU verb *puri- 'bite' instead: this verb widespread and well-known reflexes, e.g. SaaN borrat 'eat; bite (of dogs, fish and insects)', Fi purra 'bite', MdE poère- 'chew, gnaw', MariE pura- 'chew', Komi pur-., Udm purjë- 'bite (of animals)', Kh V Vj pðr-., Ms So pur- 'bite', Mat hor- 'eat' (UEW 405).
The semantic connection between a noun meaning 'piece' or 'crumb' and a verb meaning 'bite' is rather straightforward. The verb *purī- has also a nominal derivative in Finnic with similar meanings: Fi puru 'powder, dust; food chewed for the baby', Vot puru 'crumb, splinter', Est puru 'mote, litter, powder, dust: broken'. Liv purū 'powder, dust' (< PFi *purū). A similar case is English bit, which also has the meaning 'small piece, morset, fragment'; this is an obscured derivative of English *bít.

As noted above, the reconstructed PU verb *purī- is considered to have another Permic reflex as well: Komi pur-, Udm puri- 'bite (of animals)' < PPerm (PS) *pūr- / (MZh) *por-. The vowel in this verb differs from that in Komi piiği, Udm piiği 'crumb'. However, this does not hinder the etymology proposed for the latter, because PPerm (PS) *ʊ / (MZh) *u is the regular reflex of PU *u, whereas PPerm (PS) *ʊ / (MZh) *o is not. The vowel in the verb has perhaps not irregularly retained the rounding of PU *u; it could also have developed through irregular rerounding of the expected unrounded vowel ʊ due to the influence of the word-initial labial stop *p-. Another alternative would be to consider the verb a loan from another branch of Uralic (Mari?), but this hypothesis is not particularly attractive because verbs meaning 'bite' are not commonly borrowed. Whatever the case, the Permic words meaning 'crumb' can be etymologized as deverbal nouns derived from PU *purī- 'bite'.

6. Komi, Komij *sot-, Udm sutj- 'burn (TR)'

< PU *se(w)-ptä- 'feed', a causative of *sewi- 'eat; burn'

The Permic verbs go back to PPerm (PS) *sot- / (MZh) *sūt-, but they have no generally accepted etymology beyond Proto-Permic. Lytkin and Guljarev (KЭ CK S.V. cootna) compare the verb to Fi syttyä 'catch fire, light up, start burning', the etymology originally deriving from Paasonen (1918 : 96). SSA (S.V. syttyä) regards Fi syttyä an automatic passive derivative of the transitive verb *sütä-, which is attested in Votic süttää 'set on fire, ignite, light up'; the verb *sütä-, in turn, would also be a derivative formed from the consonant stem of PFi *süte- (> Fi dial. syteä ~ syttä 'strike, hit, hack, poke'). Koivulehto (1999 : 223—224) accepts this morphological analysis, and derives PFi *süte- from earlier *sewë-, which according to him was borrowed from Early Proto-Iranian *ceuèn- (> Avestan saočant- 'burning'; cognate with Sanskrit sōca-ti 'burns, shines').²

There are two problems in this etymology suggested for Fi syttyä. First, it is semantically odd to analyze *sütä- 'set on fire' as a causative of *süte- 'hit, strike, hack, poke'. While the meanings of 'striking' and 'setting on

²In this connection one can propose a new etymology for the Finnish verbs sysiä 'shove (repeatedly)' and syssäätä 'shove (once)'. The verb sysiä could reflect PFi *süci-< Pre-PFi *süti-< *süte-j- and thus originally be a continuative-frequentative derivative of the verb *süte- that underwent the regular phonological development *ti-> *ci-> *si-. This solution is especially attractive, as it allows one to establish a connection between Fi sysiä (< PFi *süci-) and Olonetsian sydie. Ludic šüdida, Veps süütä (< PFi *süti-): the latter verbs have the same meaning, but they display an analogically restored stop *t-. This explanation implies that the momentative derivative sysiä appeared as a retrograde formation based on sysiä (cf. the Ludic momentative derivative šüdäitä with the expected stop -d- < *t-). Previous etymological references (SSA S.V. systäätä) have connected Fi sysiäätä and sysiä to Est (dial.) siskama, suskama 'sting, stick, poke' and Liv siskõ 'sting', but this etymology is implausible because it entails an ad hoc assumption of irregular loss of *-k- in Finnish.
fire' are of course in themselves close to one another, it is not clear how the meaning 'set X on fire' would have developed from a causative meaning 'cause X to strike, make X strike'. This also creates a problem for the Iranian loan etymology: because the reflexes of PFi *sūte- only mean 'hit, strike, hack, poke' and not 'set on fire', they are semantically poorly compatible with the Iranian verb meaning 'burn'. On the other hand, the comparison of PFi *sūttā- and *sūttū- to Iranian would involve no semantic problems, but the sound correspondence is not satisfying. The PFi geminate *tt can hardly reflect Iranian *č, and also the assumed vowel development *ew > PFi *iü would be irregular: cf. PU *leüli 'breath, vapor' > PFi *leülä > Fi lögly 'steam (in a sauna)'. Also Holopainen (2019 : 25—226) considers the loan etymology doubtful due to phonological and semantic problems.

Thus, there is reason to reconsider the alleged connection between PFi *sūttā- 'catch fire, light up' and PPerm (PS) *sot- / (MZh) *sēt- 'burn (TR)'. Unlike the derivation of PFi *sūttā- from PFi *sūte- 'strike, hit, hack, poke', this comparison involves no semantic problems. The Permic form could be projected back to PU *settā-. The Komij form sot- also has the vowel o in the first syllable, which demonstrates that the Proto-Permic vowel was (PS) *o / (MZh) *ö. This is the regular reflex of PU *e(—ä); compare the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PU *elä- 'live' &gt; PPerm (PS) *ol- / (MZh) *öl- &gt; Komi, Komij ol-., Udm ulj- (Sammallahti 1988 : 536; UEW 73)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU *ertä 'side' &gt; PPerm (PS) *ord / (MZh) *ord- &gt; Komi, Komij ord-lj 'rib'. Udm ured 'side, rib' (Sammallahti 1988 : 552; UEW 625)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU *čečä 'uncle' &gt; PPerm (PS) *čož / (MZh) *ćož &gt; Komi čož, Komij čož, Udm čuž (Sammallahti 1988 : 536; UEW 34—35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU *kerjä- 'ask for, beg' &gt; PPerm (PS) *kor- / (MZh) *kör- &gt; Komi, Komij kor-, Udm kurj- (UEW 149)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU *mertä 'man' &gt; PPerm (PS) *mort / (MZh) *mört &gt; Komi, Komij mort, Udm murt (Sammallahti 1988 : 552; UEW 702)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU *pečä 'pine' &gt; PPerm (PS) *požgm / (MZh) *požäm &gt; Komi pozgm, Komij pozóm, Udm pužem (Sammallahti 1988 : 553; UEW 727)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU *pesä 'nest' &gt; PPerm (PS) *pož / (MZh) *pož &gt; Komi, Komij poz 'nest'. Udm puž 'egg' (Sammallahti 1988 : 539; UEW 375)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU *šenkä 'narrow' &gt; PPerm (PS) *šog / (MZh) *šog &gt; Komi šog 'grief', Udm šug 'difficult' (see etymology 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU *terä 'edge, blade' &gt; PPerm (PS) *dor- / (MZh) *dör &gt; Komi, Komij dor, Udm dur 'edge' (Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte 2014b : 12; cf. UEW 522, 795)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first-syllable *iü in PFi *sūttū- needs to be accounted for, as PU *e was normally preserved unchanged in Finnic. The rounded vowel probably resulted from an assimilation to the automatic passive suffix *-ü- in the second syllable: *settä-w- > *settü- > *sūttü-. The corresponding transitive verb *sūttā- could be a back formation of the automatic passive *sūttū-, or alternatively, it could represent an original form *settā- whose vocalism was altered by analogy of the automatic passive. The possibility of back formation is supported by the narrow distribution: the transitive verb *sūttā- is only attested in Votic and Ingrian.

The assumed phonological development *e—ü > *iü—ü appears to be completely regular in Finnic. There are extremely few words with the vowel
combination *e—ü in the Finnic languages, which in itself suggests that the Pre-Proto-Finnic vowel combination *e—ü has not been preserved unchanged in Finnic. In addition to Fi syttyä, two more examples of the development *e—ü > *ü—ü can be adduced; in both cases cognates in other branches of Uralic demonstrate that the vowel of the first syllable must be reconstructed as *e:

Fi lyly 'compression wood' < *lelä < PU *lelıw > MariE lile 'hard (of wood)', Komi dial. lō (< *lōl), Kh Vj lēl, Sur lēl, Irt tēt 'compression wood' (< PKh *lıl). — The Mari cognate is a new addition to this etymology.

Fi syntyä 'be born' < *sentū- < PU *sentı-w- > Komi sod-, KomiJ su-d- 'increase, grow, multiply (INTR)' (< PPerm (PS) *sud- / (MZh) *söd-). ? Hung üdıül 'refresh oneself, recover one’s health; rest and relax, take a vacation', Ngan tjıntuđi 'revive, come back to life; awaken' (< PSam *tent-ö-). — The Hungarian and Nganasan cognates are new additions to this etymology.

The latter example is especially noteworthy, as it contains the same PU automatic passive suffix *-w- as PFi *slüttü-. The reconstructed PU verb *sentı-w- is obviously an automatic passive formed from an otherwise unattested root verb *sentı-, which perhaps had the corresponding transitive meaning 'give birth', 'bring to life', or the like. Komi has preserved no trace of the suffix *-w-, but because both Fi syntyä and Ngan tjıntuđi clearly reflect the formation *sentı-w- and Komi sod- shows a comparable intransitive meaning 'increase, grow, multiply', the latter is also likely to continue the automatic passive form. Furthermore, it can be proposed that this derivative also underlies the hitherto unetymologized Hungarian verb üdıül 'refresh oneself, recover one’s health; rest and relax, take a vacation', even though synchronically the suffix -UL is deadjectival rather than deverbal; note also the possibly related üdvözöl 'greets, salutes' and üdvöz (obsole) 'greeted, saluted'. If the etymology is correct, the first-syllable vowel ü of the Hungarian forms must have arisen through a regressive assimilation similar to that in the Finnic forms.3

3 According to Koivulehto (1999 : 222), the underlying root *sentı- is also a derivative (*sen-tı-), and its root *sen(ı)- was borrowed from early Proto-Iranian *son- (> Young Avestan za(n)- 'give birth'; cognate with Sanskrit jāmāti 'I produce, give birth to'. Greek γενναω 'I become, come into being', Latin nātus 'born'). However, the discovery of a regular cognate in Nganasan implies that this verb is a true Proto-Uralic etymon, and this finding is in contradiction with the assumption of Iranian origin. In addition, the loan etymology also involves a morphological problem: there is no evidence within Uralic in support of a bimorphemic analysis of the root (*sen-tı-), and moreover, the identity of the postulated suffix *-tı- also remains unclear. There is a reflexive verb suffix of this shape, but the underlying stem *sentı- would not seem to have had a reflexive meaning. On the other hand, the alternative reconstruction *sen-tä- (with the causative suffix *-tÄ-) appears impossible in light of the vocalism of the Permic cognate: PU *sentä- would regularly yield Komil *sod- (< PPerm (PS) *sud- / (MZh) *söd-), not the attested Komil su-d- (< PPerm (PS) *sud- / (MZh) *söd-). What is more, the loan etymology runs into phonological problems even on the Indo-European side: it is not clear that Proto-Indo-European *e would have been retained unchanged until Proto-Iranian, and that the change *e > *a would postdate Proto-Iranian; therefore, it is not clear that the alleged source form *son- (instead of *sän-), with a depalatalized affricate *s̪, has actually existed. Considering all these difficulties combined, there is hardly an alternative to rejecting the Iranian loan etymology.
Against the hypothesis of a regular vowel change \*e(—ü) > \*ü(—ü) one could adduce the fact that there nevertheless are rare cases of the vowel combination \*e—ü in Finnic. However, if we exclude transparent derivatives (such as Fin vettyä ~ Est vettima ‘get soaked with water’ < PFi *vettiü ~ veci : *vete- ‘water’), there only seem to be two Finnic word-stems with this vowel combination which are of Uralic origin: Fin venyä ~ Est venima ‘stretch (INTR)’ (< PFi *venü-) and Fin lögly ‘steam (in a sauna)’. Est leil ‘steam (in a sauna); spirit, life’ (< PFi *leilüü). The verb *venüü– obviously contains the automatic passive suffix *-U-, and it must have been derived from a lost primary stem *vene- that is implied by its external cognates (cf. SaaN vatnat ‘stretch (INTR)’ < PU *wenti-, MdE veñeme- ‘stretch (INTR)’ < PU *wenti-mi-); this process of derivation could well have taken place after the vowel shift \*e(—ü) > \*ü(—ü) in Pre-Proto-Finnic. Also PFi *leilüü is probably derived from an underlying stem *leüile- < PU *lewlii; this stem may be preserved in SaaN lievola ‘vapor, steam’, unless this is a Finnic loanword, and an original Uralic *i-stem is in any case suggested by the occurrence of a verb derived from the consonant stem in Khanty: cf Kh V Vj liil ‘breath, soul, life’ (< PU *lewlii(-w)) : lätt- ‘breathe’ (< PU *levol-tä-). This derived verb must be of considerable antiquity, as the original difference of the Uralic second-syllable vowels has triggered divergent development of the first-syllable vowel in Proto-Khanty.

As a vowel change \*e(—ü) > \*ü(—ü) can be postulated for Pre-Proto-Finnic, also the vowel correspondence between PPerm (PS) *sot- / (MZh) *sät- ‘burn (TR)’ and PFi *sütt-ü- ‘catch fire, start burning’ turns out to be regular. It can be concluded that the Permic verb directly reflects the PU verb stem from which the Finnic automatic passive has been derived. This suggests the reconstruction of a PU verb *settä- ‘burn / set on fire’, but the etymological analysis can be taken yet a step further. Finnic -tt- and Permic -t- regularly reflect both the PU geminate *-tt- and the PU consonant cluster *-pt-, and thus an alternative reconstruction *septä- can also be postulated. Thus, the Finnic and Permic verbs turn out to have a further cognate in Kh V lâwät-, Vj jâwät-, Sur lâpät-, Irt tâpät-, Ni tapät-, Kaz lâpät-, O lâpät- ‘feed; burn (TR)’ (< PKh *tâpät-). The Khanty verb goes back to PU *se(w)-ptä-, a causative derivative of PU *sewi- ‘eat’. Even though the primary meaning is of course ‘make eat = ‘feed’, there is no semantic obstacle as also the meaning ‘burn (TR)’ is found in Khanty. The semantic shift ‘feed’ > ‘burn (TR)’ is a natural development paralleled by the English expression feed the fire. Moreover, in the Uralic languages there are several independent examples of the metaphorical expression of ‘burning’ as ‘eating, devouring’:

Kh V lî-, Vj i-, Sur lî(\*i)-, Irt Ni te(w)-, Kaz le(w)-, le(w)-, O li(w)- ‘eat; burn (INTR)’ (< PKh *lêy-). — This is the underived reflex of PU *sewi- ‘eat’.

SlkTa am- ‘eat; burn (INTR)’ < PSam *þm- (cognate with NenT, Ngan ñom-, Kam am- ‘eat’)


Lastly, one can add that the causative verb *se(w)ptä- has a reflex in Saami, too: SaaL siepptet ‘set a bait’ (< PSaa *seaptë-). This verb is appar-
ently only found in Lule Saami, but a corresponding noun is more widely attested: cf. SaaL *sieptat, SaaN *sietkat 'bait' (< PSaa *seaptẽ). The semantic development is quite transparent, and there are at least two other examples of nouns meaning 'bait' derived from a causative verb meaning 'feed' in the Uralic languages: cf. Fin syödä 'bait' ← syöttää 'feed' ← syödä 'eat' (< PU *sewɪ-), and EnF čidi, Ngaŋ čüüč, SkTa tüüt 'bait' (< PSam *titti), which was apparently formed with the deverbal noun suffix *-U from an unattested PSam causative verb *titt- 'feed' (< PU *sew(i)-(k)tä-).

In Saami there are also further related forms which show a different first-syllable vowel: SaaL *sieptat, SaaN *sietkat 'be lured, become attracted to; lose one's shyness, stop avoiding' (< PSaa *siepte-); SaaL *sieptas, N *sieptas, I *sieptas, Sk *siöptås 'bait' (< PSaa *sieptgs). These must have been derived before metaphonic vowel changes caused by second-syllable vowels in Saami, which have produced synchronically opaque correspondences in some derivatives (cf., e.g., SaaN vuogga 'fishhook': oaggut 'angle, fish with hook and line' < PSaa *vuonkgė: *oŋkō- < Pre-PSaa *oŋki : *oŋk-o-). However, there is a minor problem: we cannot simply project PSaa *siept-e- and *siept-gs back to the quasi-PU forms *se(w)pti- and *se(w)ptiš, because the regular vowel development is PU *e—i > Pre-PSaa *i—i > PSaa *ę—ę. The reason why these derivatives contain the PSaa vowel *ie instead of *ę must be that they were formed at a time when only some (but not all) of metaphonic vowel changes had taken place. After the changes PU *e—i > Pre-PSaa *i—i and PU *u—i > Pre-PSaa *e—i had occurred, the language had a phoneme */e/ with different Uralic sources in *i-stems and *u-stems. At this particular stage the derivational process *sept-a- → *septi-, *septiš would have produced forms that regularly yield the attested Saami forms.

It should be noted that previously also other etymologies have been proposed for PSaa *seaptẽ 'bait'. The word has been considered cognate with Fin sättä 'angleworm' (SSA s.v. sättä), but the latter is a dialectal word with a very limited distribution, and thus evidently a loan from Saami (Aikio 2009: 162—163, 363); to previous arguments one can add that Fin sättä could not even theoretically go back to a common Finno-Saamic proto-form *sæptä, because PU *u—ä regularly changed to Pre-PFi *a—<e (Zhitlov 2014: 114—115; Aikio 2015: 39—44). On the other hand, Koivulehto has suggested that PSaa *seaptẽ goes back to Pre-PSaa *šęptă and was borrowed from Proto-Baltic *žeęp-ta- (*žęéb-ta-), a verbal adjective based on the verb *žeęb- > Lithuanian žębtis 'eat slowly and reluctantly, nibble'; the etymology is included in a presentation handout (Koivulehto 1996), but it was apparently never published. I had myself earlier considered the etymology plausible (Aikio 2009: 163), but it should be rejected because no such Baltic form is actually attested that would semantically and phonologically suit as the loan original.

7. Komi šog 'grief, sorrow, sadness', Udm šug 'difficult, hard; (dialect.) narrow, uncomfortable'

< PU *šenḵă

The Permic words reflect PPerm (PS) *šog / (MZh) *šog; the vowel *o/*ə is implied by the Komij derivative šo-gal- 'be sick' and the Komi Upper Sysola dialect forms šog and šogal-. UEW considers an etymological connection to
Hungarian *aggódik* 'worry, be anxious' possible (UES 501), but this proposal must be rejected: because PPerm (PS) *š * (MZh) *š* reflects PU *š* (—i) (see etymology 6), the Permic words presuppose the front-vocalic PU form *šenkš*. What is more, in Saami there is an adjective that suits phonologically perfectly as a reflex of this form: SaaN *seaggi* 'narrow (of long objects); thin (of round objects and snow)' (< PSaa *seanjke*), with cognates in all Saami languages.

Although most meanings of the Permic forms differ much from that of the Saami adjective, the comparison is unproblematic: also the meaning 'narrow, uncomfortable' is dialectally attested in Udmurt. Moreover, the semantic relationship is supported by many parallels. An obvious example is German *Angst* 'fear, anxiety', Old High German *angust*, Old Frisian *ongst* 'fear' (< Proto-Germanic *angusti-*) and Latin *angor* 'suffocation; anxiety', *anxius* 'worried', *angustia* 'narrowness; narrow place, gorge; difficult or awkward situation', which are derivatives formed from Proto-Indo-European *h₂-agmōh* 'narrow' (> Sanskrit *anphú-*, Old High German *angi*, *engi* 'narrow'); remotely related are also Fi *ahdistaa* 'make anxious' and *ahdistus* 'anxiety' ← *ahdas* 'narrow, cramped' (a loan from Proto-Baltic *an(k)štas* > Lithuanian *aikštas* 'narrow', which is also derived from a reflex of Proto-Indo-European *h₂-agmōh*). Other examples of similar semantic shifts include Icelandic *þróngur*, Swedish *trång*, Norwegian and Danish *trang* 'narrow; difficult'; Karaim *tar* 'narrow, tight; misery, trouble, unjustice'; Lezgian *dar* 'narrow, tight; difficult'; Ancient Hebrew *šar* - 'be tight; be in low circumstances, be worried, be sad' (DatSemShift 2.0).

---

8. Komi *tš* (*tššk-*) 'battle, fight'. Udm *tš* 'bloody battle'

< PU *tukšV* 'battle, fight; hit (?)'

The Komi and Udmurt nouns reflect PPerm (PS) *tššk / (MZh) *tūšk* 'battle, fight'. The stem is also attested as a verb: Komi, Udm *tíššk*- 'hit, strike dead'. No etymology has been proposed for the words.

PPerm (PS) *š / (MZh) *ū* can reflect PU *u* or *ū*. The cluster *šk* can either be original or have been metathesized from PU *kš*. Thus, the Permic items can be derived from PU *tukšV-*, which warrants a comparison to Fi *tuho* 'destruction, ruin' and its derivative *tuhota* 'destroy'. The development *kš > Fi h* is regular: cf. Fi *mehiläinen* 'bee' < PU *mekši* (> PPerm (PS) *müšk / (MZh) *mōšk > Komi *moš*, Udm *muš* 'bee') (Sammallahti 1988 : 545; UES 271), Fi *ohut* 'thin' < PU *wokši* (Решетников 2011).4 In morphological terms, the Permic verbal stem may represent the primary underived form. Perhaps one can reconstruct a verb *tukša- (> Komi * tíššk-*)*, from which a deverbal noun *tukš-o / *tukš-aw (> Fi *tuho*, Komi Udm *tíšš(k-*) was derived.

Semantically the comparison is quite straightforward, although there are several possible reconstructions of the original meaning. One option is to start from 'battle, fight' and assume that the rather straightforward semantic shift *battle > destruction, ruin* took place in Finnic. However, if the Permic verb represents the primary underived form, then the primary meaning has probably been 'hit, strike' or the like, and the sense of 'battle' is an innovation; as for the semantic connection of 'battle' and 'hitting', cf. Russian *bitva* and *bōi* 'battle' ← *bēt* 'beat'; German *Schlacht* 'battle' < Old High

---

4The same Uralic etymology for Fi *ohut* has also been presented by me (Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ante 2014b : 10—11); at the time of publication I was regrettably unaware that Reshetnikov (Решетников 2011) had already discovered and published the etymology.
German slahta 'slaughter, killing' ← slahan 'hit, beat' (> German schlagen); Engl battle < Old French bataille 'battle, single combat', ultimately derived from Latin battuō 'I beat, fight'. In this case, the meaning of Fin tuho 'destruction, ruin' could instead derive from an underlying verbal sense of 'smashing, striking apart'. Yet a third possibility is suggested by Veps tuho 'blizzard, winter storm': if this word is indeed cognate, then one could postulate a development 'storm' > 'battle' for Permic, and 'storm' > 'destruction, ruin' for Finnic. This hypothesis remains very uncertain, however, because elsewhere in northern Finnic this weather term is clearly distinct from tuho 'destruction, ruin': cf. Fi (dialect) tuhu 'drizzle', Kar tuhu 'blizzard; storm; heavy rain shower', Ludic tuhu 'blizzard, snow storm'. Thus, the word *tuho '(winter) storm' is probably etymologically distinct from *tuho 'destruction, ruin' after all, and Veps may have merged the two words into tuho by folk etymology.

9. Komi uŋč' 'quiet, gentle person; quiet, gentle; cunning' < PU *ışia 'tame'

Komi uŋč' (< PPerm (PS) *uŋč / (MZh) *uŋč) can be connected with the following well-established Uralic cognate set: SaaL vuodenje 'tame, not shy (of birds)', Kh Sur âŋjij 'not shy, allowing one to come into shooting range (of birds)', NenT ɲjijij 'tame', SlKTa ɟiŋj 'quiet, calm' (< PU *ışia) (UEW 340; Sammallahti 1988 : 536). The comparison is phonologically completely regular and the semantic connection is transparent: one can assume the semantic shift 'tame' > 'calm' > 'quiet, gentle', which is also attested in the Taz Selkup cognate. As further parallels one can mention Olonetsian keži 'tame; calm and gentle (of a person); shy'; SaaN lodji 'tame; calm (of a person)' ~ SaaS lujji 'quiet, shy, modest; mild (of weather)'; NenT jona 'quiet, calm, meek (of persons and animals); slow, careful' ~ EnF dona 'tame; quiet'. The ending -i in the Komi word must be a suffix.

10. Komi už-, Udm iži- 'sleep'

< PU *iši-w- 'camp'

The original Uralic verb meaning 'sleep' was apparently *adɨ-; this verb can be reconstructed on the basis of Saami (SaaN oaddii), Mordvin (MdE udoms), Khanty (Kh V JoinColumn, 18th century ɣolânty, ɣalâlah̥), and Hungarian (alszik) (Sammallahti 1988 : 542; UEW 334: regarding the phonological reconstruction see Aikio 2015). This verb was not preserved in Permic, though, where the verb with the same meaning is Komi už-, Udm iži-, (dialect) iži-. The Komi verb also has the meaning 'stay overnight'. The PPerm form was (PS) *už- / (MZh) *ož-; the Udmurt vowel is the result of illabialization *u > *i in Proto-Udmurt, a change which is not completely regular but nevertheless attested in numerous words, especially before palatalized consonants (cf. Щеглов 1964 : 215—216). In many dialects there was a further change *i > i due to the influence of the following palatalized consonant ź (Keřmakov, Saarinen 1994 : 44—45). The origin of this Permic verb has not been explored in detail, but the etymology discussed below has been implied in Aikio (2012 : 241), where the Permic verb is cited as the cognate of Fi asua 'live (somewhere), dwell'.
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Because the Permic verb would regularly reflect either PU *jśV-, *ośa- or *asV-, the reconstructed PU verb *jši-w- 'camp' provides an evident point of comparison. This reconstruction is based on two geographically peripheral branches, Finnic and Samoyed: Fi *asua 'live (somewhere), dwell' (< PFi *asu-), NenT *eso- and EnT *usu-'camp' (< PSam *eso-). This equation is considered certain by UEW (pp. 18—19), but highly uncertain by SSA (s.v. asea). There is no reason for uncertainty, however, as the sound correspondence between PFi *asu- and PSam *eso- is fully regular, and the semantic correspondence 'dwell' ~ 'camp' is quite transparent. Despite this, the validity of the etymology has recently been denied by Janhunen (2020 : 136), who points out that NenT *eso- 'camp' is in irregular correspondence to Slk Ta *esj-, Ty *ez-, K *essu- 'become' (< Proto-Selkup *esu-). While this is true, the irregular front vowel *e and the very different meaning of the Selkup verb merely imply that it must be of another origin, and the issue ought to have no bearing on the comparison of the Finnic and the Northern Samoyed forms.

The PU verb *jši-w- can be morphologically analyzed an automative passive of *jši-. The underived root is attested in Old Finnish asea 'put, set'. The primary e-stem is also attested in Finnish derivatives such as asettua 'set', asema 'position' and asento 'posture'. Thus, the original sense of the derivative *jši-w- has probably been 'set oneself, be set', from which the meaning 'stop a journey, camp' developed already in Proto-Uralic. In Finnic a further semantic shift 'camp' > 'settle' > 'dwell' took place. There is at least one relic of the former meaning: the derivative asento, which in standard Finnish means 'posture', has in the Far Northern dialects also the meaning 'campsite'. It is also noteworthy that SaaN ássat, a loanword from Finnic asea, has both the meaning 'live (somewhere), dwell' as well as 'settle (to live somewhere), settle down', and the latter is one step closer to the meaning 'camp' in Samoyed. As regards the Permic words, their inclusion in this etymology implies a semantic development 'camp' > 'stay overnight' > 'sleep'. Notably, the intermediate meaning 'stay overnight' is also attested in Komi.
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EnF — Forest Enets; Fi — Finnish; Hung — Hungarian; Kh — Khanty (V — Vakh; Vj — Vasjungan; Sur — Surgut; Irť — Irtysh; Ni — Nizyam; Kaz — Kazym; O — Obdorsk; MariÉ — East Mari; MariW — West Mari; Mat — Mator; MdE — Erzya Mordvin; MdM — Moksha Mordvin; Ms — Mansi (T — Tavda; KL — Lower Konda; KM — Mid Konda; Ku — Upper Konda; P — Pelymka; VN — North Vagilsk; VS — South Vagilsk; LL — Lower Lozva; LU — Upper Lozva; So — Osyva); NenF — Forest Nenets; NenT — Tundra Nenets; Ngan — Nganasan; PFi — Proto-Finnic; PKh — Proto-Khanty; PMd — Proto-Mordvin; PMs — Proto-Mansi; PSaa — Proto-Saami; PSam — Proto-Samoyed; PU — Proto-Uralic; Saal — Inari Saami; SaaK — Kildin Saami; SaaL — Lule Saami; SaaN — North Saami; SaaS — South Saami; SaaSk — Skolt Saami; SaaT — Ter Saami; SlkK — Ket Selkup; SlkTa — Taz Selkup; Udm — Udmurt.
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This paper is the fifth part in a series of studies that present additions to the corpus of etymological comparisons between the Uralic languages, drawing data from all the major branches of the language family. It includes both previously unnoticed cognates that can be added to already established Uralic cognate sets, as well as a few completely new reconstructions of Uralic word roots. In this fifth part new Uralic etymologies for ten Permic (Komi and Udmurt) words are discussed. The etymologized words are: Udm čiž 'rosy, ruddy' (< PU *čiži); Udm kela- 'be too wide; be shaky' (< PU *küljä); Komi kurav- 'gather', Udm kurja- 'scrape' (< PU *korja-); Komi ned-kel 'riddle', Udm nod 'cleverness' (< PU *näki-nlä); Komi pürig, Udm püri 'crumb' (< PU *puri-); Komi sot-, Udm suti- 'burn' (< PU *se(w)-ptä-); Komi şog 'grief', Udm şug 'difficult' (< PU *şenkiä); Komi and Udm iš 'battle' (< PU *tukšv); Komi ünä 'quiet, gentle person; quiet, gentle; cunning' (< PU *ţiäa); Komi už-, Udm iţi- 'sleep' (< PU *şi-t-).